euNetworks Invests in Paris Network
Launches dc connect Paris, delivering pre-provisioned capacity between 12 data centres in the
city

London, UNITED KINGDOM; Paris, FRANCE – 29 October 2015 – euNetworks, a
unique bandwidth infrastructure provider, today announced further network investment in
Paris, France. The company is launching dc connect in Paris. This solution offers customers
near instant, scalable high bandwidth data centre to data centre connectivity between 12
data centres, with onward connectivity to more than 260 data centres across Europe.
euNetworks launched its dc connect service in London last year and has since expanded
this metro based bandwidth solution to Frankfurt and now Paris.
euNetworks owns and operates 13 metro networks across Europe with a high capacity
intercity backbone between these cities. The company continues to invest in its
infrastructure, expanding the network footprint in line with customer demand and market
needs and today is a leading data centre and cloud connectivity provider in Europe.
“dc connect Paris offers service turn up within 10 days between 12 data centres in Paris.
This serves clients in the Paris area with more data centres on-net and also provides more
route options via euNetworks’ long haul connections to the UK and the rest of Continent,”
said Kevin Dean, Chief Marketing Officer of euNetworks. “The solution offers capacity from
1Gb Ethernet to 100G Metro Wavelengths between the sites and an agile and flexible
approach to bandwidth delivery that customers today need to respond to dynamic market
conditions. This solution also serves the growing needs of businesses to rapidly connect to
cloud platforms.”
“Paris is a market with strong growth potential for euNetworks, with increasing bandwidth
requirements from customers across all segments,” said Denis Le Brizault, Chief Sales
Officer of euNetworks. “We are delighted to be able to offer dc connect in France as we
look to invest further to support our customer’s demand. With our increased service
capability in France we have invested in a local team based in Paris.”
The euNetworks team will be onsite at Capacity Europe from 2-4 November in Paris, talking
about dc connect, the focused product portfolio available, and upcoming network
investments. To learn more or book a meeting, contact the team via the press contact
provided below.
About euNetworks
euNetworks is a bandwidth infrastructure provider, owning and operating 13 fibre based
metropolitan networks across Europe connected with a high capacity intercity backbone
covering 45 cities in 10 countries. The company leads the market in data centre
connectivity, directly connecting over 260 in Europe today. euNetworks is also a leading
cloud connectivity provider, connecting 12 cloud platforms. The company offers a portfolio
of metropolitan and long haul services including Dark Fibre, Metro Wavelengths,
Wavelengths, Ethernet, and Internet. Media, finance, enterprise and carrier customers
benefit from euNetworks’ unique inventory of fibre and duct based assets that are tailored
to fulfil their high bandwidth needs.
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euNetworks Group Limited is headquartered in London. For further information please visit
www.eunetworks.com.
euNetworks Press Contact:
Hannah Fox | Senior Director, Marketing | euNetworks
15 Worship Street | London EC2A 2DT
hannah.fox@eunetworks.com email | hannah_britt skype
+44 20 7952 1338 office | +44 7717 896 446 mobile
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